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I stand with the oppressed, the minorities, the voiceless
With my fist up high, screaming power to the people
Sounds like the 1960s-hippie subculture
Yet the year’s actually 2020 and nothing’s changed
Fuck the police, the politician and everyone in between
Silence is betrayal, I’m addressing the issue
Society can’t thrive like thisI can’t take it anymore
Another child dead, innocent, in cold blood
The only consequence that follows, suspension or
getting fired
Where’s the justice in that?
Even with a video clip of the altercation
A murderer still roams free, why is that
Why’s there a need to use excessive force
What is it you fear?I refuse to be silenced, instead I’ll
scream even louder
Let me remind you of freedom of speech
The power of expression without retaliation,
censorship, or legal sanction.



As long as I have a voice, I can’t sit idly by
If it goes against white privilege, the narrative changes
Tupac told his brothers and sisters to stand up against
the oppressor
To fight back rather than turn the other cheek
They painted him as a villain with a vendetta
All Amerikkkan Bada$$ highlighted the reality of a
stolen land
That album got censored three days ago (Apple Music)
Don’t let them pollute your mind with lies and false
accusations
Do your own research, there’s always more to the
story
We are the revolution, so stand up and make a
change.



“I’m so glad I’m not in America”
But the UK isn’t exempt from this dilemma
Remember Mark Duggan, Michael Powell, Sarah Reed
They all had families who shed a tear for their babies
Until the colour of your skin is the target, you’ll never
understand the issue
That’s heart-breaking, when did your empathy decide
to leave?
Unlearn societal norms, challenge the stereotypes,
dive into the uncomfortable reality
A conversation needs to be had about an exploited
community
You can’t ignore this issue, it’s parked up on your
doorstop
So, what are you going to do now?



Trying to stay alive and be peaceful
Yet seen as a threat all due to the colour of your skin
Another black body was killed again
He must have done something wrong she said
The police wouldn’t do such a thing
What makes you defend them and ignore the
violence?
The oath means nothing to some
Just a bunch of words strung together to form a
sentence
It takes lawyers years to learn the law
Why do we expect officers to learn it within six
months?
Do they even test their moral compass before handing
them a badge and a gun?
Denial of racism is still racism.



How dare you make us feel irrelevant like replaceable
objects
But why am I surprised in a capitalist society
Look at the melanin running through our bodies
Acknowledge our colour
Don’t erase our struggles with counterproductive
responses
Careful, your ignorance is beginning to show
It’s time to take action, to rethink
Caucasians, Asians, Mixed and Hispanic 
It all starts with a conversation with our family and
friends
Call out racist behaviour, change their perspective
Move beyond the internet
Donate to causes, take the streets to protest
What are you willing to do?



Continual rejection of the other
Look into your discomfort, where does it stem from?
Hold yourself and your community accountable
The reality may be dark and uncomfortable
But seek the truth
As much as I value positivity, I value truth more
There’s no peace without justice
The cycle of violence needs to end and it begins with
you.



How much does a life cost?
Police brutality, daily stabbings, domestic violence
A cycle of harsh realitiesI wonder what makes them
fearful of black and brown bodies?
Is the guilt from your ancestors troubling you?
They abducted us from foreign lands, only to enslave
us for profit
Lynching, hate crimes, discrimination
These still happen today, so what’s really changed?



Fearful to leave my house, to walk down the street
My baby needs nappies, formula to survive
But there’s a high possibility I may not return
Minding my business, headphones in, hoodie up
You fit the description yelled an officer
Killed for supposedly being armed yet skittles were all
that were found
Senselessly killings over discrimination
Would this still happen if the roles were reversed?



How can skin colour place a target on our back?
Another unprovoked shooting
Doesn’t it annoy your soul?
We’re put on this earth to love, it’s as simple as that
Stop over complicating matters.


